President (VJ):

**Elections:** No nominations submitted yet for President and Secretary position for 2015-2016. VJ encouraged all the mayors to ask their friends and announce in their resident meetings for the upcoming election.

Treasurer (Miguel):

**Budget update**: $1,900 left of programming; $240 awards; $0 food; $0 advertising. Budgeting $1000 for summer fitness classes leaves for $900 for programming rest of FY.

*Does not include approved (but yet deposited Luau and MUS special request).

**Budget presentation categories**: Spring Fling, Fitness, Cultural, and Community Development Workshops and Events; Supplemental for Community Development (Expansion), Summer Fitness, and Movies Under the Stars.

Secretary (Debjani):

**Next meeting**: Next meeting will be on March 12, 2015. This meeting will be mostly based on Election of Executive Board Member (President and Secretary) for 2015-2016.

Mayors

**Corry (Carla):**

**Swedish Gym**: Carla was away. Fitness class instructor for Swedish Gym will be gone after two classes. Carla contacted SG and they will work on the making check for rest of the class.

**Diamond (Dari):**

**Tai-Chi class**: Dari contacted the instructor of Tai-chi class and informed the instructor that MC can go for planning for Tai-chi class in next academic year (as we already have an on-going fitness class).

**Bridge-way policy review**: Dari will meet with Thomas in person to work on this issue. VJ will follow up to bring the voice to Norb.

**Tanglewood (Robert):**

**Logistics on Fitness class for next term**: Rob is going to take the lead for planning of 10 fitness classes after the Spring Fitness class end. All mayors will send their request to Rob.

**Maguire (Shabnam):**

**Residents' Meeting**: Residents are not happy for recycling and dump stair issue on a monthly basis. Thomas explained the issues with calling trash pick-up people, as PPD control that special crew. Thomas assured that they can arrange for a trash pick-up during major moving time (may be April). Thomas gave the idea of setting up of a donation list-serv or facebook page/blog to solve this issue.
Gardens in UVS-Maguire: Shabnam proposed to install a vegetable garden if the volley ball court is going to be replaced. Thomas will look at it as it is a sensitive issue.

Painting workshop: Date has been changed and Shabnam will send the new date (in a new ERS) to the MC list-serv.

Persian New-Year: Persian band will play on Persian New-Year on March 26, 2015. Shabnam has been asked by Jason for money related to decorations (around $100) and the charge for the players of Persian band ($350-400). Shabnam is going to submit the ERS.

T-shirt Company: Shabnam reported that she came to know about a company from where Iranian Student Association got their t-shirts for $6. We can look for this company.

UVS (Pratik):

Cricket Tournament: Pratik wants some money for awards and equipment for cricket tournament (around $120-130 dollar). Pratik will submit the ERS soon.

Lake-Wauberg trip: Pratik is looking for any communication with Patricia (Carla will take over Pratik on this issue) on the commute for the Music at the Lake event in last week of March.

GFH Senator (Nicole): Nicole and VJ announced the results of recent SG selection.

Housing Updates (Thomas):

Thomas reported that they are still going through the budget, it is with the board of trustees right now.

Pools will be open next week, but they have to fix the sidewalk in Maguire village.